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Abstract

Kids spent hours in front of the television in which very influence their character development. Animated film is a children's program which is the most widely aired on television and lots of animation import circulating in this country, but about 84% are not suitable enough to watch for children.

The potential of cultural diversity in Indonesia is very good to be adopted for a local animation. One of them is the folklore that can be used as an advice for children to learn about local cultural values. However, realize or not, folklore is interpreted differently by children.

The purpose of this design is to design an animated character in folklore that a child is able to remember, entertaining, depicting characters and convey the messages contained in folklore submitted. In this final project, I selected one of the famous folk tales and interesting, and the tough local cultural values, namely Malin Kundang folklore.

The result of this design is in the form of character studies / characterizations stories, breaking figures, story board, trailer, and media exhibition supporters.
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